The prognostic significance of passing a daily screen of weaning parameters.
While "weaning parameters" are commonly used to guide removal of mechanical ventilation devices, little information exists concerning their prognostic value. We evaluated whether passing weaning parameters was associated with survival. A prospectively followed cohort of mechanically ventilated patients. Medical and coronary adult intensive care units of an 806-bed medical center. 300 consecutively enrolled mechanically ventilated patients. 216 patients who passed a daily screen of weaning parameters were more likely to be extubated successfully (87 vs 30%, p = 0.0001), less likely to require ventilation for > 21 days (3 vs 30%, p = 0.0001), and had a higher survival to hospital discharge (74 vs 29%, p = 0.0001) than 84 patients who never passed the screen. The overall accuracy of the daily screen for predicting successful extubation and in-hospital survival was 82 and 73%, respectively. Multivariate proportional hazards analysis of time until hospital death confirmed the beneficial effect of passing the daily screen (p = 0.01) and of duration of mechanical ventilation (p = 0.001) even after adjustment for differences in severity of illness, age, race, gender, diagnosis, and treatment assignment. While liberation from mechanical ventilation was predictive of survival at any time during the hospital stay (p = 0.001), the prognostic significance of the daily screen for hospital survival was related to how early after intubation it was passed. The difference in survival between patients who had passed and those who had not passed the daily screen was significant for 1 1/2 weeks postintubation but progressively decreased over time. The average time to extubation after passing the daily screen increased from 3 days (range 0 to 56), for those passing within 5 days of intubation, to 8 days (0 to 35), for those passing after 10 days of intubation (r = 0.26, p = 0.001). Passing a daily screen of weaning parameters is an independent predictor of successful extubation and survival, but its prognostic value decreases over time. Time spent on mechanical ventilation after passing the daily screen presents an important opportunity to optimize liberation from the ventilator.